
Hi5™
Spectator Seating

proven performance | contemporary comfort | convenient cleaning



Versatility
Suitable for indoor or outdoor use, HI5 spectator seating offers tremendous versatility for any venue
… stadiums, arenas, sporting fields … anywhere large groups gather.  Available with poly seats and
backs or with upholstered seats and poly backs. Choose armless, with arms, or with cupholder arms.
Accessorize with end panels, seat numbers, and row markers. Floor- or riser-mounted beams are
straight only.

Proven Performance
Hi5 spectator seating sets the bar for
reliability. With installations around
the world (through KI partner
Sebel), it has proven its durability by
standing the tests of time, weather,
and intense spectator use.

Vandal-resistant seat-to-frame
screwless attachment provides
security and has no fasteners to rust or
snag clothing. Gravity-lift seats return
to folded position (no springs to fail).
It all adds up to extended durability
and low lifecycle costs backed by
KI’s industry-leading warranty.

Contemporary Comfort
Distinctive European flair gives Hi5
contemporary appeal and makes a
welcoming impression. Contoured
seats and backs provide ergonomic
comfort, with a choice of either
standard narrow back or large full
back. And, the compact folded seat
dimension allows more aisle room
for easier egress.

Convenient Cleaning
Beam construction (floor or riser
mount) has fewer concrete
supports, which allows for easy
walkway cleaning. Welded frames
are galvanized for outdoor use or
painted for indoor use.

For convenient cleaning, seats have
clean lines and smooth surfaces
with no ribbing or cavities to trap
dirt or debris.
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Learn more about 
Hi5 Spectator Seating

Welded, galvanized
beam for outdoor
use - also available
in black powder
coat paint for

indoor applications

Cupholder arm

Standard
narrow back or
large full back

Molded-in logos
offer branding
and revenue
generation

opportunities

Cover: Aviva Stadium,
(upholstered backs
are special order)
Dublin, Ireland

Back top: Brookvale Oval,
Sydney, Australia


